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ALTIA Co., Ltd.

Message from the President
ALTIA Co., Ltd. is a manufacturing, sales and after service company specialized in
automotive maintenance tools & equipment, factory machinery and power system
products, providing the products and services globally. We cover all functions of
planning, development, manufacturing, sales, installation and after-sales services.

Our Goal

Being a popular and
reliable business partner of our customers

Since our foundation in 1937, we have been consistently engaged in businesses
to ensure the safety of vehicles and lives of people with industry leading
technologies and business proposals. We always make customer oriented proposals
of products and services, by visiting customer sites (Service workshop for
automotive maintenance tools & equipment, Vehicle assembly plant for factory
machinery products and Plants & facilities of customers.)

Respected Values

Actions

ALTIA, as a whole team, continue trying to satisfy our customers with proposals of
products and services which contribute to the safety, peace of mind and
productivity/eﬃciency improvements. We remain being an indispensable company

Sustainable growth with proﬁt
Growth of individuals with
supportive working environment
Care for others and
a sincere attitude

Free and open communication

to our customers and will continuously contribute to the growth of company and

Discipline and professionalism

Our goal is to be a popular and reliable business partner of our customers. Our will

Teamwork and
eﬃciency-focused actions

society.
is also expressed in our slogan, Being Your Creative and Reliable Partner .
To attain this goal, we will walk together with our customers and challenge to grow
further, day by day. We would greatly appreciate your continued support to ALTIA.

Creative and
personalized approach

ALTIA Brand Slogan

Being Your Reliable and Creative Partner
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Board Director & President

Koji Hamazaki
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Strength of ALTIA
ALTIA is the only one Japanese company in the automotive
tools & equipment industry, which has its own production factory.
This is our great advantages over other manufacturers.
For our main products, such as vehicle testers and lifts, we
develop and manufacture them internally.
By performing all processes from planning, development, and
design to manufacturing, sales, and after-sales services
internally, we can oﬀer our products rapidly and eﬃciently.
We deepen our core technologies with in-house development
and manufacturing function, and produce attractive and
high-quality products.

Business Domain

Planning

Three Main Businesses

Automotive
Maintenance Tools &
Equipment Business

Automotive
Production Factory
Equipment Business

Power System
Business

〈Main Customers〉

〈Main Customers〉

〈Main Customers〉

Automobile franchise dealer
service workshops and
independent service
workshops

Domestic and overseas
automobile manufacturers

Large plants, temples,
shrines and historical sites

Total support for
automobile
maintenance and
after-sales services

Support for automotive
manufacturing
processes

Supply of power
generation units
utilizing an engine unit
and industrial engines

After-sales
Services

Development

Sales

Design

Manufacturing

Iwaki Factory
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R & D Center (in Iwaki Factory)
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Automotive Maintenance Tools &
Equipment Business
We manufacture and sell maintenance
tools & equipment for car dealers and
service workshops and provide various
products and services with additional
value.

In the automotive maintenance tools & equipment

garages. The main products manufactured at our

We have 8 branches and 110 service stations

value added products and service menus to make

business, we sell vehicle inspection equipment,

Iwaki factory in Fukushima, Japan are in high

throughout Japan and support our customers in

customers satisﬁed and feel conﬁdence with us.

various repair & maintenance equipment to the

reputation, meeting various customer needs.

installation,

service workshops of car dealers and independent

after-sales

services

and

periodic

maintenance. We strive to continue proposing

Vehicle Inspection
Tester Equipment

Lifts for Automobile
Maintenance

Washing Machines

Wheel and
Tire Maintenance Equipment

Body Repair and
Paint Equipment

Environment-friendly
equipment

We plan and develop inspection testers

Lifts are required for various kinds of

Our washing machines can be used for not

Tires and wheels support footwork of a

Body repair and paint equipment helps to

We sell environment-friendly equipment

needed in automobile workshops and sell

automobile maintenance work from periodic

only car washing but also washing of

vehicle. Tire Changer is equipment to

repair body panel and paint damage

such as A/C refrigerant recycling machine

them to governmental vehicle inspection

inspections to heavy maintenance. We

various things in various places. The

assemble

occurred by an accident.

and waste oil and lubricant collection and

centers, car dealers, and automotive

manufacture and sell variety of lifts for

machines wash away dirt by spraying

wheel speedy and safely. Wheel Balancer

We sell equipment which records the

disposal system from scrapped vehicle.

maintenance workshops all over Japan.

vehicles from passenger car to big truck.

pressurized hot or cool water with a

is equipment to set the correct wheel

body alignment data and applicable for

high-pressure pump from a jet nozzle. ALTIA

balance. We also supply wheel and tire

water-base paint and high tensile steel

manufacture and sell environment-friendly

related equipment applicable to new

repair. Also, we sell aiming machine for

●A/C refrigerant recycling machine

and energy-saving washing machines.

technologies such as run-ﬂat tires.

Advanced Safety Vehicles (ASV).

●Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) cleaner
DPF Refresher

〈Key Products〉

〈Key Products〉

●Computerized vehicle inspection system
CAI Series

●2-Post lift
Sky Max

●Brake and speedometer composite tester
Super Combi Tester

●Pantograph-type lifts
Mega-power Lift III
EP Lift

●Sideslip tester

●Lift for large-sized vehicles
Flat & Flat Super Twin Lift

〈Key Products〉

and

disassemble

〈Key Products〉

tire

and

〈Key Products〉

●High-pressure hot water washing machine
Mega-shine Eco Series

●Tire changer
Smart Winning Series

●Painting booth applicable for
water-base paint

●High-pressure washing machine
Aqua Shine

●Wheel balancer
Smart Road Series

●Spray gun cleaner applicable for
water-base paint

●Large-sized tire changer
Mega-wing

〈Key Products〉

●Waste oil and lubricant collection system
One-stage Drain

Spray Gun Cleaner Eco

●Large-sized wheel balancer
Mega-road
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Automotive Production

Tire Assembly Equipment

Factory Equipment

Tire assembly equipment is equipment to assemble

Business

supports a wide range of tires, such as high-rigidity

a tire and a wheel automatically. The equipment
tires, temporary tires, and tires for light vehicles to

We are highly regarded for
our advanced technologies
and attentive services by
customers all over the
world.

large trucks. Transfer conveyor used before and
after the assembly equipment and tire balancer are
also available as one system. The high-performance
tire assembly equipment can assemble a tire and a
wheel with high speed, and the safety of the
equipment is proven. This equipment contributes to
labor and headcount savings.

supply

This equipment ﬁlls a brake system,

automobile

production

We have the ability to make proposals
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In the power system businesses, we
provide emergency power units and

power unit are
(3)easy-to-install unit,
and (5)speedy and reassuring

general-purpose robot.

and large commercial facilities for over
40 years. The emergency power units

Testing Equipment
Various testing equipment, such as a

used for ﬁreﬁghting facilities are certiﬁed
by the Nippon Engine Generator Association

wheel alignment equipment, sideslip tester,

(general incorporated association).

free roller tester, brake tester, and headlight

Gas engines for gas heat pump (GHP)

improvements in production eﬃciency,

The units are used in plants,
petrochemical

complexes,

and

important cultural properties, such
as historical sites, and have gained
trust and a good reputation from
many customers for many years.

pumps installed in plants, petrochemical
properties such as temples and shrines,

system are available.

our customers.

(4)ease of inspections and repairs,

This equipment can be automated using a

tester to inspect and adjust the driving

focusing a high level of satisfaction to

cultural properties.

complexes, hospitals, important cultural

to meet various needs, such as
quality, and cost reductions, with

automatization) to suit customer

(1)low noise, (2)secure start-up,

reductions.

our advanced technologies and attentive

in overseas factories.

packaging or converting (such as

large plants to important

power units for ﬁre pumps and general

improvement, labor savings, and cost

not only in domestic factories but also

power units and generators by

needs. Features of the emergency

tests the airtightness of the systems.

machine, ﬂuid vacuum ﬁlling equipment,

services. Our products are widely used

We provide emergency pump

range of customers, from

industrial engines. We have provided

This equipment contributes to quality

manufacturers. We are regarded for

power sources to a wide

brake ﬂuid and coolant in a vacuum and

factory equipment, such as tire assembly
and ﬁnal tester systems to automotive

We provide high-quality

Emergency Power Units

service systems.

Fluid Vacuum Filling Equipment
clutch system, and cooling system with

We

Power System Business

air conditioners and industrial engine unit

We provide safe, secure, and high-performance

mounts for special vehicles are also

products based on years of experience

available from ALTIA.

Industrial Engines
We provide automobile engines
as industrial engines for various
applications, such as GHP air
conditioners and track motorcars.
We make various conversions
and changes to the industrial
engines, such as automatization
and speciﬁcation changes per
application to suit various needs
and provide high-eﬃciency, highperformance, and high-reliability
power units.

and know-how accumulated through joint
development with customers.
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Quality and Environmental Policies

Aﬃliates of FALTEC Group

ALTIA has acquired the certiﬁcates of
ISO9001:2015 (quality management

Domestic Aﬃliates

Overseas Subsidiary
Companies

ALTIA Co., Ltd.

FALTEC EUROPE LIMITED
(Automotive parts manufacturer in UK)

systems) and ISO14001:2015
(environmental management systems).

Technosash Co., Ltd.
(Automotive parts manufacturer)

We establish a quality management system and actualize true
customer-oriented services.
1.We create and provide value that can be selected by customers.

Kitakyushu Faltec Co., Ltd.
(Automotive parts manufacturer)

2.We aim to be the top quality engineering company.

●Design, development, manufacturing, installation, and

Ishikawa Faltec Co., Ltd.
(Automotive parts manufacturer)

maintenance of automotive factory production equipment
Scope of
Certiﬁcation

●Design, development, manufacturing, installation, and
maintenance of emergency power units, gas cogeneration
equipment and industrial engines

FALTEC SRG GLOBAL(THAILAND)CO.,LTD.
(Automotive parts manufacturer in Thailand)

FALTEC Co., Ltd.

Quality Policy

(Automotive parts and

(Automotive machinery and tools
manufacturer in China)

ISO9 0 01

products manufacturer)

ALTIA Automotive
Service Equipment (China) Co., Ltd.

FALTEC AMERICA, INC.
(Automotive parts and products
manufacturer in US)

FALTEC CANTON
(Automotive products manufacturer in Chine)

FOSHAN FALTEC
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS Co., Ltd.
(Automotive parts manufacturer in Chine)
HUBEI FALTEC
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS Co., Ltd
(Automotive parts manufacturer in China)

●Design, development, manufacturing, installation, and
maintenance of automotive maintenance tools &
equipment,

vehicle

inspection

equipment,

and

environment-friendly equipment
Certiﬁed
Business
Oﬃces

Headquarter,
Sapporo Branch, Sendai Branch, Nagoya Branch, Osaka Branch,
Hiroshima Branch, Fukuoka Branch and Iwaki factory and R&D center

Corporate Principles

Environmental Philosophy
an

automotive

engineering

company,

we

contribute

to

further

Activity Guidelines

development of aﬄuent society by applying compassion and friendliness to

1.G rowth with Proﬁt

1. I mprovement and Speed

environment into our products and corporate activities.

At FALTEC Group, the ﬁrst goal of our business management

The FALTEC group employees are ceaselessly devoted to

Environmental Policy

cannot be achieved without proﬁtability. Continuous, proﬁtable

is to generate proﬁts because sound, sustainable growth

improvement, and in that mission we work with speed and
urgency.

We establish and operate an environmental management system to actively reduce

growth is proof of the trust that society places in a company.

the eﬀects on the environment as a reliable company that contributes to society.

2 . Customer Orientation and Environmental Considerations

2 . F ree, Creative Thinking and Open Communication

FALTEC Group manages its business with an essential

The employees of the FALTEC Group encourage free,

focus on customer satisfaction and consideration for the

creative thinking, and maintain open vertical and horizontal

earth s environment.

communication as the means to invigorate the organization.

1.W e clarify and observe environmental laws and regulations, other
requirements with which we agree, and voluntary standards.
2 .W e reduce environmental loads by selecting eco-friendly materials and
methods in the product planning and design phases.
3 .We promote resource and energy savings and green procurement through oﬃce work.
4 .We continue making eﬀorts to upgrade and improve the environmental
management system and prevent environmental pollution.
5 .We set environmental objectives and targets within technically and
economically feasible scope and review the objectives and targets periodically.
6 . E very one of us from top management to individual employees observes
the environmental policy to thoroughly develop a corporate culture to
actively tackle improvements to environmental problems.
Certiﬁed
Business Oﬃce
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Providing Valuable, Leading-Edge Products and Services to Help
Create a Beautiful, Prosperous Automobile Society

ISO14 0 01
As

Faltec Group Company Mission Statement

3 . A Cross-Functional, Global Approach
The FALTEC Group takes a cross-functional, global

3 .Trusted Partners

approach in dealing with complex changes and tackling

The employees of the FALTEC Group cherish trust, which

every challenge in our constant eﬀort to innovate.

is an essential value. Thus our employees pledge to join

4 . Fair, Ethical and Legally Compliant Corporate Practices
The FALTEC Group, in its eﬀort to survive and grow as a

hands with customers, their associates, shareholders and
society, and advance along with them as partners through
legally compliant, ethical business practices.

business entity, maintains a constant awareness of its
corporate social responsibility. Thus we steer the business

Iwaki Factory and R&D Center

so that all our employees contribute to society as good
citizens.
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